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MXene-antenna electrode with collective
multipole resonances†
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Two-dimensional transition metal carbides and nitrides (MXene-s) are the focus of extensive research due

to their exceptional potential for practical applications. We study nanostructured MXene layers to design

photodetector electrodes and increase their response through hot-electron generation. We demonstrate

that the lattice arrangement plays a crucial role in exciting strong optical resonances in the nano-

structured MXene, specifically Ti3C2Tx, despite its high loss and weak optical resonances in an isolated

antenna. We use numerical simulations and analytical calculations with coupled dipole–quadrupole

lattice sums for designing photodetector electrodes. We also provide proof-of-concept experimental

demonstration of the enhanced resonances even for the case of lossy materials. We report on the exci-

tation of strong lattice resonances of the MXene antenna array with enhanced absorption, resulting in a

more efficient generation of hot electrons. Our findings reveal that a multi-period array of MXene anten-

nas can improve narrowband and broadband photodetector functionality. We propose highly efficient

absorbers based on MXene metasurfaces and transforming electrodes into hybrid photodetectors using

MXene antennas to enhance their performance.

1. Introduction

Metasurfaces consisting of planar arrays of subwavelength
antennas and operating in the optical spectral range have gar-
nered considerable interest due to their relatively simple fabri-
cation when compared to metamaterials. Additionally, meta-
surfaces have demonstrated a remarkable capability to manip-
ulate optical waves with high energy concentration at subwave-
length scales, further fueling the interest in this area of
research. The potential for light manipulation and enhanced
optical resonances in nanostructures and antenna clusters has
been a subject of active research, driven by their promising
applications in nanophotonic devices.1 Antenna resonances
have been shown to significantly enhance light scattering and
absorption, making them valuable for a range of applications
such as photodetectors and solar cells,2,3 particle-array lasers,4

subwavelength resolution imaging,5 and sensors,6 VCSEL and
wave-front engineering devices,7,8 among others. The aforemen-
tioned effects have also spurred the development of absorbers
based on metasurfaces and metamaterials, which can lead to a
higher level of energy-harvesting systems, including but not
limited to photovoltaics,9 photothermal heat generation,10,11

thermoelectric detectors,12 and photodetectors.13

Plasmonic absorbers are materials that can efficiently
absorb light due to their unique properties at the nanoscale.
These materials are often used in applications such as solar
cells, photodetectors, and sensing devices. Full-spectrum solar
cells are promising for enhancing solar light absorption using
trapping structures and exciting surface plasmons, with recent
research focusing on their effects on light absorption and
photoelectronic conversion, and future studies are needed to
better understand the underlying mechanisms, interface
preparation, and composite structure stability.14 Two-dimen-
sional layered materials show promise in next-generation opto-
electronics but face challenges due to weak light absorption
and limited spectral selectivity. Non-noble plasmonic optical
antennas, including non-noble metal, heteroatom-doped semi-
conductor, non-stoichiometric semiconductor, and MXene
antennas, aim to enhance these materials’ photodetectors by
improving device structures, their realization, and enhancing
the mechanisms of light absorption.15 Recent research has
focused on surface plasmon resonances for highly sensitive,
label-free biomarker detection, substrate structures, surface-
plasmon-resonance imaging, and electrochemiluminescent
biosensors, as well as surface materials for biosensing.16

Noble metals, such as gold17 and silver,18 are popular
choices for plasmonic absorbers due to their high electron
mobility and strong interaction with light. While copper,
aluminum, and titanium have higher losses than noble
metals, they have been used in plasmonic absorber designs
that have demonstrated high absorption efficiency.19,20
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However, designing subwavelength particles using lossy
materials presents challenges in achieving strong optical reso-
nances due to both radiative and nonradiative optical losses in
the structures. Recently, there has been a growing interest in
using refractory plasmonic compounds, such as titanium and
zirconium nitrides,21,22 as highly efficient absorbers.
Nanostructures incorporating transition metal dichalcogen-
ides, graphene, and phosphorene have been developed for
tunable23 and/or perfect absorption.24 However, achieving a
large absorption bandwidth in metallic nanostructures
requires a larger optical cross-section,25,26 highlighting the
need for alternative materials with unique properties.

MXenes, a class of two-dimensional transition metal car-
bides and nitrides, have garnered significant attention in
recent years due to their potential for a wide range of appli-
cations.27 The chemical formula for MXenes is Mn+1XnTx,
where ‘M’ refers to the transition metal (e.g., Ti, Ta, Nb, Zr, Hf,
Cr, or Mo), ‘X’ denotes either C and/or N, and ‘T’ represents
the surface functional group.28–31 Titanium carbide Ti3C2Tx, a
type of MXene, exhibits several desirable properties such as
high electrical conductivity,32 broadband absorption,33 and
potential applications in saturable absorbers for mode-locked
lasing,34 transparent electrodes,35 high-performance photo-
detectors, and efficient light-to-heat conversion.36–38

The decay of plasmonic resonances can happen through
two mechanisms: radiative decay, where a photon is re-
emitted, and non-radiative decay, which results from electron–
hole excitations.39 The extent of non-radiative decay is gov-
erned by the imaginary part of the permittivity.40 Electrons
with high energy that are not in thermal equilibrium with the
lattice are commonly known as hot electrons.41 When a
photon is absorbed in a material, it can excite a hot carrier by
accelerating an electron under a strong electric field.42 After
the generation of hot electrons from plasmon decay, their
energy is quickly transferred to other lower-energy electrons
via electron–electron scattering processes, e.g., Auger tran-
sitions. The excess energy is then dissipated into the surround-
ings of the metallic structure through electron–phonon and
phonon–phonon interactions, resulting in the heating of the
material. Hence, the thermodynamic loss of energy during the
generation, transport, and emission processes cannot be
avoided (see, e.g., ref. 43 for the discussion about the efficiency
of hot-electron generation). The efficiency of these processes is
limited by the thermionic effect and tunneling currents.44

Additionally, inefficient transfer of hot carriers can occur due
to high Schottky barriers and large band separations between
metal and semiconductor. Despite these obstacles, non-equili-
brium hot electrons can still play a crucial role in the function-
ality of photodetectors that operate based on sub-bandgap
photons, especially in the near-infrared spectral range. The
excitation of hot carriers can be further enhanced by the local
electric field amplification induced by surface plasmon reso-
nances in metallic structures.45,46

The proximity of planar metal surfaces and nanoparticles
substantially enhances the generation of hot electrons due to
the increased electric field. In addition, the thickness of metal

films mainly defines hot-electron transport, and lower barrier
height significantly enhances the emission process. However,
a significant mismatch in material properties between planar
metal surfaces and surrounding dielectric or semiconductor
media can lead to high light reflection from the metal surface.
As a result, light absorption inside the planar metal surfaces is
not very efficient, and hot-electron generation is relatively poor
in such planar surfaces. Optics-inspired designs suggest
manipulating the electrons by nanostructuring the metal layer
and transforming the metal contact into, for example, a plas-
monic nanostripe antenna,47 grating-based hot-electron
device,48 metamaterial perfect absorber hot-electron photo-
detector,13 or ultra-narrow band absorbers based on surface
lattice resonances.49 For example, Mo2C multi-grating stripes
have been shown to possess high sensitivity and broad spectral
detection of light compared to conventional photodetectors.50

The work has demonstrated a higher absorption in a periodic
stripe array and the possibility of its efficient use as an elec-
trode in the near-infrared photodetector. In addition to the
challenges mentioned above, the absorption spectral band-
width of plasmonic dipole resonance in noble metals is rela-
tively narrow, and better alternatives to plasmonic nano-
structures ought to be sought.

We demonstrate the notable benefit of utilizing a nano-
structured layer of MXene, specifically Ti3C2Tx, with a periodic
pattern and excitation of lattice resonances (Fig. 1). We design
the MXene metasurface with multipole excitations of strong

Fig. 1 (a) Electrode schematic: MXene (Ti3C2Tx) resonant antennas
(dark green) on the few-layer MoS2 (yellow) and the silica substrate
(grey). The antennas are interconnected by the ‘bridge’ and attached to
the electrode strip at one end, thus forming a metasurface. (b)
Schematic of an array unit cell with MXene antenna considered in the
numerical simulations. The dimensions of the cuboid particle are ax, ay,
and az. (c) Top view of the unit cell simulated under two different light
polarizations: the red arrows are for the x-polarization, and the blue
arrows are for the y-polarization. Dx and Dy are the periodicities in the x-
and y-directions, respectively. The ‘bridge’ connects metasurface anten-
nas in the x-direction and has width w in the y-direction.
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collective resonances. Our analytical calculations, which
involve coupled dipole–quadrupole equations, supply an expla-
nation of the mechanisms of the multipole resonances excited
in the array. In turn, we use full-wave numerical modeling to
simulate a realistic design, which includes a few-layer MoS2 for
efficient hot carrier channeling and a silica substrate to
provide mechanical stability to the metasurface. The periodic
arrangement of antennas in an array can effectively narrow
down the multipole resonances and increase their magnitude,
resulting in prominent features in the spectra. The strong col-
lective effects exhibited by the MXene antenna array enable us
to overcome the radiative losses that result from poor mode
confinement and high material losses. The narrow collective
resonances of the nanostructured MXene layer result in a
stronger hot-electron generation compared to planar metal
surfaces, and interconnected MXene antennas can be attached
to stripe electrodes for electron transport. We show a test-
model experimental demonstration of the collective reso-
nances with a titanium antenna. We demonstrate the feasi-
bility of using MXene metasurface as an electrode for a near-
infrared photodetector.

2. MXene antennas and lattice
resonances
Single antenna response

First, we calculate the optical cross-sections of an isolated
MXene antenna using the Mie theory, see Methods.51 Because
the real part of MXene permittivity is negative in the con-
sidered spectral range, and the light does not penetrate signifi-
cantly into the antenna. The optical response of the MXene
antennas resembles one of the other lossy plasmonic materials
with a localized surface plasmon resonance mainly outside the
antenna. We perform calculations of absorption and scattering
cross-sections for each multipole separately, and because of
the limitations of analytical calculations, we can only perform
such calculations for spherical antennas in a uniform environ-
ment. We observe that the enhanced absorption covers a
broad wavelength range of ∼2 μm, which includes visible and
near-infrared regions (Fig. S1 in ESI†). For the MXene antenna,
the electric dipole (ED) and electric quadrupole (EQ) cross-
section efficiencies are significantly greater than those of the
magnetic types and exhibit their peaks at sphere radii of
around 100–200 nm and 250–450 nm, respectively. Magnetic
resonances are relatively weak because of the insignificant
penetration of the electromagnetic field inside the MXene
antenna and the inability of the particle to support an electric
current circulating inside.

Collective multipole excitations

Next, we consider an array of Ti3C2Tx MXene antennas under
normal illumination with a plane wave polarized in the x-direc-
tion. Collective resonances in periodic arrays of antennas
occur when the electromagnetic waves interact with the array’s
periodic structure, causing the antennas to respond to these

excitations in a coordinated manner.52,53 The collective reso-
nances in periodic arrays of antennas are highly dependent on
the array’s geometry, size, and composition and can be tuned
by adjusting these parameters to achieve specific optical pro-
perties.54 These resonances result in enhanced electromag-
netic fields within the array, which can be exploited for a
variety of applications, such as sensing, spectroscopy, and
light harvesting.

The lattice resonance can result in a narrow absorption
peak and enhancement in electron photoemission from each
MXene antenna in the array.2 Analytical models offer an
unparalleled understanding of the mechanisms of resonant
response that are excited in antenna arrays. By identifying the
most robust multipole, analytical models can assist in design-
ing metasurfaces that maximize their performance (see
Methods). We calculate EQ extinction cross-section for various
Dy while keeping Dx = 1500 nm (Fig. 2a). We see that EQ lattice
resonance is excited in proximity to the Rayleigh anomaly and
stays roughly unperturbed upon Dy changes. Excitation of EQ
lattice resonance allows for a significant increase of absorption
in an array of MXene antennas, which we explore next.

Absorption and Kerker effect

As previously stated, MXene antennas primarily support ED
and EQ resonances, which can be amplified through the
effective design of the antenna lattice. These two multipoles
mainly define total absorption in the metasurface, and one
can see a significant enhancement of absorption for Dy =
1500 nm (Fig. 2b).

The mutual compensation of the ED and EQ multipole
resonances, resulting in the suppression of reflection, is
known as the generalized lattice Kerker effect.55 While ED reso-
nance moves along with the Rayleigh anomaly upon Dy

change, it crosses EQ resonance that is excited at λ ≈ 1500 nm.
It results in a suppression of reflection for λ ≈ 1600–1700 nm
and Dy < 1500 nm (Fig. 2c). Thus, we observe the generalized
lattice Kerker effect because of the compensation of ED and
EQ resonances. One can benefit from this reflection suppres-
sion and use it for efficient directional scattering and enhanced
light absorption in the layer underneath the antenna metasur-
face. We choose to work with an array with Dx = Dy = 1500 nm
in the further analysis of MXene antennas with a more realistic,
lithographically defined shape on a substrate. In the following
sections, we will employ a periodic configuration of MXene
antennas to attain higher resonances and utilize this metasur-
face to create an electrode composed of MXene antennas.

3. Photodetector design

Hot-electron photodetector employing MXene as the material
for photon absorption and MoS2 for electron conduction takes
advantage of hot-electron generation when light photons are
absorbed in MXene. This photodetector is designed based on
the following principles. The process begins with the gene-
ration of hot electrons as a result of photon absorption in
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MXene, and the fundamental operation revolves around the
absorption of light photons by the MXene layer. When these
photons are absorbed, they impart their energy to electrons
within MXene, creating what are known as hot electrons.
These hot electrons possess significantly higher energy levels
than their surrounding. To ensure that recombination is mini-
mized, which can lead to the loss of hot electrons, the photo-
detector incorporates mechanisms such as a built-in electric
field within the MXene material. In addition to that, the
heterostructure that includes MoS2 layer plays a crucial role in
directing the flow of hot electrons.

MXene is chosen as the hot-electron generation and elec-
trode material for its high absorption coefficient within the
desired spectral range and its unique electronic properties.
The separated hot electrons are effectively channeled to an
electrode using the excellent electron-conducting properties of
MoS2. This process results in the creation of a photocurrent,
which is directly proportional to the number of hot electrons
generated and, consequently, the intensity of the incident
photons. To make the weak photocurrent generated by a
limited number of hot electrons detectable, amplification tech-
niques, such as electronic amplification or multiple stages of
hot electron generation, need to be employed. Hot-electron
photodetectors featuring MXene and MoS2 offer distinct
advantages, particularly when incident photons have energies
lower than the bandgap of traditional photodetectors, result-
ing in enhanced sensitivity and performance.

Above bandgap

The two-dimensional semiconductor molybdenum disulfide
MoS2 belongs to the class of transition metal dichalcogenides.
The broader detection range and better light absorption have
made the few-layer MoS2 a great candidate for a high-perform-
ance photodetector. Compared to monolayer MoS2, few-layer
MoS2 has better electric conductance and larger dark
current.56 Typically, in a MoS2 photodetector, photocurrent is
produced when the energy of incoming light exceeds the
bandgap of MoS2. For a few-layer MoS2, the bandgap is at

around 1.65 eV (wavelength ≈750 nm), and in general, it depends
on the layer thickness.57,58 When illuminated with photons
whose energy is lower than the bandgap, MoS2 does not undergo
direct photon absorption. In the case of multilayer MoS2, it exhi-
bits an indirect bandgap characteristic, which means that direct
photon absorption does not occur, even when the photon energy
exceeds the bandgap energy until the direct electronic transitions
are reached. Due to the bandgap, the infrared spectral range does
not generate significant photocurrent in MoS2.

Below bandgap

As we discussed earlier, hot electrons can be ejected from
metals illuminated by light and can play a crucial role in
enhancing the functionality of photodetectors. Recently pro-
posed photodetector designs include nanostructures with a
channel layer adjacent to a metal surface that supports surface
plasmon excitations. The non-radiative decay of plasmons
results in the generation of hot electrons. The enhancement of
the photocurrent in the photodetector is facilitated by the
transfer of hot electrons from the metal to the channel layer
over a Schottky barrier. More efficient transfer of hot electrons
to the channel layer can be made possible by a smaller work
function of the contact electrode and a lower Schottky barrier
height, while the thermal effects negatively affect the
efficiency. Despite being illuminated with light energy below
its bandgap, the structure still generates photocurrent, and
metal–semiconductor hybrid designs can further improve
photodetector performance. Such hybrid photodetectors with
a high-mobility two-dimensional semiconductor channel and
plasmonic structured metal have extensively been studied and
demonstrated high potential for practical applications.59,60

We propose a photodetector electrode design based on an
interconnected array of the MXene antennas (Fig. 1). The
lattice effects play a crucial role in the excitation of strong reso-
nances and enhancement of absorption in the periodic array
of antennas. The two-dimensional semiconductor molyb-
denum disulfide MoS2 layer underneath MXene antennas is
utilized for hot-electron transport further into the circuit,

Fig. 2 Resonance response in the MXene-scatterer lattice: (a) EQ extinction cross-section, (b) Absorption, and (c) reflection. The data are acquired
through the comprehensive numerical simulations of sphere antennas within the rectangular lattice. The results are shown for the changes in Dy

and constant Dx = 1500 nm. The surrounding environment is free space with n = 1. The solid cyan lines ‘RA’ denote the Rayleigh anomaly wavelength
in the free space (λRA = Dx, y). The sphere’s size is R = 450 nm. Green circles denote the regions of enhanced absorption and generalized lattice
Kerker effect in panels b and c, respectively.
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which results in a peak value in an internal photogain.61,62

The work functions of MoS2 and MXene materials have been
reported earlier in the literature but with a significant discre-
pancy in the values.63–66 Here, we show that hot-electron gene-
ration can be significantly improved by using MXene antennas
instead of a continuous stripe. Placement of MXene antennas
in the regular array results in the lattice resonances that are
essential in overcoming antenna losses and enhancing the
structure resonances.

Electric field enhancement and hot-electron generation

The surface nature of MXene resonances limits the field pene-
tration, resulting in weaker magnetic resonances in both
theoretical calculations and simulations of electromagnetic
field profiles. In contrast to dielectric particles, which confine
Mie resonances within the particle, the field distribution of
MXene antennas is mainly localized outside the particle. As a
result, the surrounding medium’s refractive index is crucial for
controlling the resonances’ spectral positions and strength.
This observation highlights the significant impact of the sur-
rounding index on resonance control compared to antenna
shape and size. Our analytical calculations reveal the con-
ditions required for ED and EQ resonance excitation, and the
numerical simulations confirm the electromagnetic fields’
primary localization outside the antenna (see Fig. S2 in the
ESI†), in agreement with the above considerations.

Owing to the gained kinetic energy, hot electrons can move
into other surrounding materials over the potential barriers at
the boundaries through injection or tunneling.42 Hot carriers
are generated in a photodetector through both bulk and
surface mechanisms, with the latter being more dominant in
the near-infrared range.45 In the bulk mechanism, the hot-
electron photoemission rate is proportional to the local
absorption of light inside the particle, i.e.,

Rate � Im εMXene½ � ω
2π

ð
particle

dVEω � E*
ω; ð1Þ

where ω is the frequency of light, and Eω is the complex ampli-
tude of the physical field inside the particle.

In the surface mechanism, the photoemission rate is pro-
portional to the square of the normal component of the elec-
tric field, i.e.,67,68

Rate ¼ 2
π2

e2E2
F

ℏ
ℏω� ΔEbar

ðℏωÞ4
ð
S
jEω;normalj2ds; ð2Þ

where EF is Fermi energy, Eω, normal is the normal electric field
at the surface inside the particle (i.e., it needs to be taken in
the normal direction with respect to the metal surface), ΔEbar
is the barrier height, and the integral should be taken over the
particle surface ‘S’ immediately adjacent to the medium where
the photoemission occurs. It has been shown that transition
absorption is responsible for the enhancement of photo-
emission in the surface mechanism.45,69 Moreover, photo-
current spectra extracted from the responsivity spectra
resemble the calculated absorption spectra.70

4. Narrowband photodetector

Let’s consider the design of the MXene electrode for a narrow-
band photodetector. In this part, we show how MXene res-
onant response changes upon transforming a continuous strip
into an array of interconnected antennas. We use lattice exci-
tations in the periodically arranged antennas to increase light
absorption inside the electrode.

Analytical calculations presented above provide an impor-
tant insight into the properties of the MXene antenna array.
They allow for the identification of the nature of each reso-
nance (electric or magnetic, dipole or quadrupole) and provide
a guideline for engineering electrode properties. However, the
analytical calculations have been developed only for an infinite
lattice of identical spherical particles in a uniform environ-
ment. In practice, the electrode must be based on lithographi-
cally-defined antennas (e.g., disk or cuboid) that rest on a sub-
strate. To account for more realistic designs, we also need to
include a thin MoS2 channel underneath antennas and
employ full-wave numerical simulations for accounting for
other properties of the realistic structure (see Methods).

We identify the regime for the largest excitation of reso-
nances based on the array parameters and antenna shapes.
We analyze the response of arrays of MXene antennas with
lithographically-defined shapes but with other parameters
close to those of the sphere arrays analyzed analytically. For
the comparable array dimensions, the cube, cuboid, and disk
arrays with the size of 700 nm have relatively greater absorp-
tion than the sphere with 2R = 900 nm, as shown in Fig. S3 in
the ESI.†

To consider practically, lithographically-defined structure,
we calculate the response of a cube array with sides of ax = ay =
az = 700 nm, which are connected to each other in the x-direc-
tion (Fig. 3). The absorption spectra are obtained with full-
wave numerical simulations. As previously discussed and illus-
trated by eqn (1), the photoemission volume mechanism is pri-
marily determined by the total light absorption within the
antenna. Thus, the spectral regions with increased absorption
correspond to enhanced hot electron generation.

In Fig. 3a, we show the response of the cube array intercon-
nected in the x-direction with symmetric periodicities of Dx =
Dy = 1500 nm under the illumination with light polarized
either in the x- or y-directions. The first set of plots in Fig. 3a
shows the resonance when the array elements are connected
with bridges of w = 200 nm. The second set of plots shows that
the absorption resonance weakens when the bridge width is
extended to w = 700 nm. One can notice that maximum
absorption occurs on the red side from the wavelength that
corresponds to the Rayleigh anomaly in the free space
(denoted as ‘RA, air’ in Fig. 3a). Resonant excitations in the
interconnected MXene antennas for ‘bridges’ with the width of
w = 100 to 700 nm by the step of 100 nm are shown in Fig. S4
in ESI.† One can see that the absorption peak decreases as the
bridge width widens, and the resonance almost vanishes.

Next, we consider a more practical case and include a sub-
strate and channel layer into account: we perform numerical
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simulations with a silica substrate and 3 nm-thick MoS2 layer
(Fig. 3b). The real and imaginary parts of MoS2 and silica per-
mittivity are obtained from the literature.71,72 The substrate
introduces a half-space with a distinct refractive index beneath
the antenna array. This distinct refractive index results in an
additional Rayleigh anomaly that corresponds to diffraction
order transition in the corresponding half-space. As a result,
introducing the substrate and MoS2 layer results in additional
spectral features. In particular, due to the substrate, we see an
additional peak appearing spectrally close to the Rayleigh
anomaly in SiO2 denoted as ‘RA, SiO2’ in Fig. 3b. Absorption
peaks are diminished in comparison to the free-space case
and get down to ≈0.6. The spectra on panel (b) are also
affected by the 3 nm-thick MoS2 layer, but this inclusion does
not result in additional Rayleigh anomaly because of the small
layer thickness.

An asymmetric refractive-index environment has been known
to reduce lattice resonances. Therefore, the most optimal struc-
ture for the excitation of lattice resonances includes not only sub-
strate but also index-matching superstrate. In this study, we con-
sider a superstrate with a refractive index of silica and keep all
other array parameters as before. From Fig. 3c, we see that
adding the silica superstrate enhances resonances in the proxi-
mity to ‘RA, SiO2’, and the peak values of array absorption reach
0.9. The structure is advantageous for designing photodetectors
in the wavelength range of about 2.2–2.4 μm. The structures
with index-matching superstrates also exhibit spectral features
in the proximity to the next-order Rayleigh anomaly73 at λ*RA ¼
nSiO2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=D2

x þ 1=D2
y

q
(denoted ‘RA*, SiO2’ in Fig. 3c).

We observe that a structured MXene layer enhances absorp-
tion several times in comparison to the continuous stripes. As
a result, hot-electron generation from both surface and volume
mechanisms can be significantly enhanced and enable the
operation of the photodetector for the photon energies below
the bandgap.

The MXene antennas form the photonic structure that is
antisymmetric with respect to two lateral (in-plane) axes.
Similar to the array of optical antennas made of noble metal,74

this structure can provide wavelength and polarization selecti-
vity. The extensive design flexibility of the antenna array can
be utilized to enhance the photodetector’s optical properties.
Having two different array periodicities, the photodetector can
be designed to resonantly enhance photoresponse at two dis-
tinct target wavelengths, while each of them is determined by
the orientation of the orthogonal polarization of the incoming
light. This results in the photodetector’s versatile capabilities
for applications in spectrally selective and polarization-
resolved imaging. Such an approach proves advantageous for
advancing the development of ultracompact, cost-effective,
and multi-functional optoelectronic sensors. The advantage of
metamaterial-based polarization- and wavelength-selective
designs has been demonstrated in ref. 74 for terahertz photo-
detector. Here, we demonstrate the properties of selectivity for
the MXene-based photodetector in the near-infrared spectral
range. In Fig. 3, we observe polarization-sensitive absorption,
where the antenna array shows different responses to the x-

Fig. 3 Light absorption as a contribution to the volume mechanism of
the hot-electron generation through resonant excitations in the inter-
connected MXene antennas arranged in the periodic array (metasur-
face): (a) antennas in the uniform surrounding with n = 1, (b) on a few-
layer MoS2 and SiO2 substrate, and (c) on a few-layer MoS2 and SiO2

substrate with an index-matching superstrate. We consider MXene
antennas of cube shape with ax = ay = az = 700 nm connected with
‘bridges’ with the width of w = 200 nm or 700 nm. The latter corres-
ponds to the continuous stripes. Notations ‘x’ and ‘y’ correspond to the
illumination of light with the x- or y-polarization (see Fig. 1c). The anten-
nas are arranged into a periodic lattice with periods Dx = Dy = 1500 nm.
The solid cyan lines denote the Rayleigh anomaly wavelengths: ‘RA, air’
denotes the Rayleigh anomaly in the free space (λRA, air = Dx, y), and ‘RA,
SiO2’ denotes the Rayleigh anomaly in SiO2 (λRA, SiO2

= nSiO2
Dx, y), corre-

spondingly. ‘RA*, SiO2’ denotes a next-order Rayleigh anomaly at
λ*RA ¼ nSiO2Dx;y=

ffiffiffi
2

p
.
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and y-polarizations. This occurs because the collective effects
responsible for the excitation of strong resonances depend on
the array period in a specific direction. Specifically, when illu-
minated with x-polarization, ED is sensitive to the array
periodicity in the y-direction, while EQ is sensitive to the array
periodicity in the x-direction. Conversely, for y-polarized inci-
dent light, the sensitivity is reversed. These properties make
the antenna array a functional element for polarization- and/or
wavelength-selective photodetectors.

As discussed earlier, generation of hot electrons can be
attributed to two competing causes of the photoelectric effect,
namely surface and volume mechanisms. The efficiency of the
volume mechanism is determined by the total loss of optical
power in the antenna. Similarly, the enhancement of the
normal electric field at the surface inside the antenna Eω,normal/
E0, squared and averaged over the antenna surface immediately
adjacent to the MoS2 defines the efficiency of the surface
mechanism (see eqn (2), which primarily determines the photo-
emission rate). Absorption in the MXene antenna array in Fig. 3
predicts the efficiency of hot electron generation through the
volume mechanism. As a counterpart, in Fig. 4a, we calculate
the wavelength dependence of (Eω,normal/E0)

2 averaged over the
MXene/MoS2 interface in the arrays with two different bridges,
w = 200 or 700 nm, either in the case of free-space surrounding
or index-matching superstrate (here, Eω,normal = Ez).

The averaged enhancement of the normal electric field at
the surface inside the antenna Eω,normal/E0 is up to 40 and the
highest for the case of uncovered antennas with the narrow
bridges of w = 200 nm (Fig. 4a). In agreement with absorption
calculations, the field enhancement inside the MXene antenna
decreases with an increase in the bridge width (compare solid
and dash-dot lines), going down to ∼16 for uncovered anten-
nas. Unlike the trend observed when analyzing absorption
with and without an index-matching superstrate, uncovered
antennas exhibit higher normal electric field values inside the
antenna at the interface, as shown by the comparison of the
black and red solid lines. Thus, the narrow bridge between
antennas yields values no greater than 25. Eω,normal/E0 distri-
bution at the bottom surface of the unit cell indicates that the
strongest field enhancement is at the antenna boundaries, and
it gradually decreases towards the center of the antenna
(Fig. 4b). The enhancement of the electric field can be attribu-
ted to the reflection at the interface facilitated by the silica sub-
strate and few-layer MoS2, which results in an increase in the
field intensity. From Fig. 4a, we see that the field is substantially
enhanced in the proximity to the Rayleigh anomalies in the
silica (λRA,SiO2

= nSiO2
Dx, y) for all but one cases. It indicates that

the periodic arrangement and narrowing of the bridge play a key
role in enhancing hot electron generation. Silica’s contribution
is more significant for the surface mechanism than for the
volume mechanism. Since the uncovered array exhibits greater
enhancement in the surface mechanism, we have chosen it for
further experimental proof-of-concept demonstration.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the experimental resonant response of
the periodic array of titanium antennas with cuboid shape,
ax = ay = 600 nm and az = 400 nm dimensions, bridge width

w = 200 nm, and array periodicities Dy = Dx = 1500 nm (see
Methods). The spectrometer photodetector limit is 2.15 μm,
thus determining the specter of the measurements. We
observe a good agreement with numerical simulations and
results for Ti3C2Tx. In practical scenarios, designing metasur-
faces with thinner antennas is feasible and beneficial.
However, it is essential to consider that using thinner anten-
nas may impede the efficient excitation of quadrupole reso-
nances in such metasurfaces.

Fig. 4 Enhancement of the normal electric field at the surface of the
particle. This field enhancement determines the surface mechanism of
the hot-electron generation. (a) Eω, normal/E0, squared and averaged over
the particle surface immediately adjacent to the MoS2. Antennas have a
cuboid shape with ax = ay = az = 700 nm and bridge width w = 200 or
700 nm. Antennas are placed on a few-layer MoS2 and SiO2 substrate.
Notations ‘SiO2/air’ and ‘SiO2/SiO2’ correspond to the case when anten-
nas are uncovered (in free space) and covered with an index-matching
superstrate (refractive index of glass SiO2), respectively. The array is illu-
minated with the y-polarized light. The antennas are arranged into a
periodic lattice with periods Dx = Dy = 1500 nm. The vertical cyan lines
denote the Rayleigh anomalies as follows: the solid line ‘RA, air’ is for
the free space (λRA, air = Dx, y), the dotted line ‘RA, SiO2’ is for the silica
(λRA, SiO2

= nSiO2
Dx, y), and the dashed line ‘RA*, SiO2’ is for the next-order

Rayleigh anomaly in silica at λ*RA ¼ nSiO2Dx;y=
ffiffiffi
2

p
. (b) Eω, normal/E0 distri-

bution at the bottom surface of the unit cell. Antenna array parameters
are ax = ay = az = 700 nm, w = 200 nm, Dx = Dy = 1500 nm, antennas
are uncovered, and illuminated with y-polarized light (solid black line in
panel a). The wavelength of the field distribution is λm = 2215 nm, which
corresponds to the maximum of Eω, normal/E0 averaged over the antenna
surface.
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Antennas made of lossy materials typically exhibit many
similarities in their properties, with the collective properties of
the array mainly defining its overall response. As a result, the
properties of individual antennas have less of an impact on
the array’s behavior.75,76 In the case of the Ti lattice, the
measurements show a substantial transmission decrease next
to the Rayleigh anomaly, corresponding to the collective reso-
nances of the array. This phenomenon is caused by the con-
structive interference of the scattered fields from individual
antennas. It is worth noting that the collective properties of
lossy antennas can also give rise to various applications. Such
metasurfaces can also be used as absorbers, with the collective
resonances enhancing the absorption of incident light.
MXene, due to its unique properties, such as high conduc-
tivity, high carrier mobility, and large surface area, can
enhance absorption and carrier transport in photodetectors.

MXenes pose significant challenges in the process of fabri-
cating lithographically-defined metasurfaces. Addressing these
challenges is essential to determine whether the benefits of
MXene metasurfaces justify the efforts required in their nano-
fabrication. Additionally, it is crucial to assess whether
MXenes offer advantages over noble metals, titanium, and
other lossy metals, making them a worthwhile pursuit in the
field of metasurface research.

Finally, we note that for practical reasons outlined below,
we use titanium for our proof-of-concept experimental charac-
terization instead of other materials, such as nickel or chro-
mium. One of the primary reasons for choosing titanium is
its similarity to the MXene material in terms of permittivity

values and conductivity. Titanium and MXene both exhibit
lossy characteristics, which means they dissipate electromag-
netic energy to a similar extent. This similarity ensures that
the experimental results obtained using titanium are more
representative of the behavior we expect from MXene, making
the findings more directly applicable to our research objec-
tives. Furthermore, from a practical point of view, recipes for
the titanium nanofabrication procedure are readily available in
our cleanroom, which made it a reasonable choice for our
proof-of-concept experiments. Thus, the decision to use tita-
nium for our proof-of-concept characterization is grounded in
its similarity to MXene in terms of permittivity values and its
practicality due to the ready availability of nanofabrication. By
choosing titanium for the antenna material, we aim to ensure
that the experimental results closely reflect the expected behav-
ior of MXene.

5. Broadband photodetector

In the previous section, we show how the transformation of a
non-resonant strip (conventional electrode) into a resonant
electrode (array of interconnected antennas) can lead to sig-
nificant changes in the spectral response. The periodic
arrangement of the strip structuring and light confinement
significantly enhances the absorption. The concept can be gen-
eralized to construct an MXene antenna array with varying
periodicities, as shown in Fig. 6a. Each patch is part of an elec-
trode with distinct periods Dx

(n) and Dy
(n), and the lattice reso-

nance can be excited at a particular wavelength corresponding
to that period. The complex resonant electrode of the two-
dimensional multiple-period array of interconnected MXene
antennas is designed to enhance photoemission across a
broad spectrum due to the lattice resonances occurring at
different wavelengths.

Earlier works have demonstrated that 49 (7 × 7) particles in
a finite-size array are sufficient to excite spectral lattice fea-
tures, similar to the case of an infinite array.75 In other words,
the array of 7 × 7 particles can support resonances comparable
to those in the infinite particle array, and we use it in further
analysis. Fig. 6b shows the resonant excitations in a finite-size
array of the interconnected MXene antennas. It is a finite-size
version of Fig. 3a, which are similar qualitatively. While Fig. 3
shows an absorbed portion of light in the infinite array,
Fig. 6b represents an absorption cross-section measured in
μm2. Here, instead of analyzing absorption, we are investi-
gating the absorption scattering cross-section. This is because
absorption cannot be defined in the case of an array with a
finite number of particles. Thus, a direct quantitative compari-
son is not possible. In this case, we observe that 7 × 7 antenna
array supports the excitations of lattice resonances, and the
similarity can be shown in other cases as well.

Collective resonances in infinite and finite periodic arrays
are similar in that they arise due to the interaction between
the periodic structure and the surrounding environment. The
strength of collective resonances in infinite and finite periodic

Fig. 5 Proof-of-concept experimental characterization of the collective
response in the lattice of lossy cuboids. Inset: scanning electron micro-
scope image of the fabricated metasurface. Antennas have a cuboid
shape with ax = ay = 600 nm, az = 400 nm, and bridge width w =
200 nm. Notations ‘Sim’ and ‘Exp’ correspond to the numerical simu-
lation and experimental measurement, respectively. The metasurface is
fabricated on a fused silica substrate. The metasurface is illuminated
with the y-polarized light. The antennas are arranged into a periodic
lattice with periods Dx = Dy = 1500 nm. The solid cyan line ‘RA, air’
denotes the Rayleigh anomaly in the free space (λRA, air = Dx, y).
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arrays can depend on various factors, such as the size of the
periodic structure, the surrounding environment, and the fre-
quency of excitation. In general, collective resonances in infi-
nite arrays can exhibit stronger coupling with the environment
and stronger field enhancement compared to finite arrays due
to the absence of boundaries and the presence of an infinite
number of resonators. However, the resonance strength can
also be influenced by the specific parameters of the arrays and
the desired application.

Within the engineered structure of the two-dimensional
interconnected MXene antenna array, a complex resonant elec-
trode has been designed to significantly boost photoemission

across a wide spectrum of wavelengths. This enhancement is
achieved by harnessing the lattice resonances that manifest at
distinct wavelengths depending on the array periodicity. Each
constituent patch within such a designed array represents a
unique electrode. The uniqueness of this approach lies in its
ability to selectively excite lattice resonances at precisely
matching wavelengths corresponding to these individual
periods. In essence, this means that each distinct period acts
as a tuning mechanism for the array, allowing it to operate with
exceptional efficiency across a broad range of wavelengths.

By using the lattice resonances, the interconnected MXene
antenna array overcomes the limitations of traditional designs
with single-period arrays. It becomes a powerful tool for harnes-
sing and manipulating electromagnetic waves, making it particu-
larly suitable for applications requiring broadband photo-
emission enhancement. Thus, the interconnected MXene
antenna array, with its multiple periods and lattice-resonance-
driven design, proves itself to be a practical solution for efficiently
enhancing photoemission across a broad range of wavelengths.

6. Discussion

Our research focuses on nanostructured MXene layers, specifi-
cally tailored for designing photodetector electrodes and
enhancing their response through hot-electron generation.
Despite their potential in electronic applications, it is impor-
tant to address concerns regarding the stability of MXene
materials in ambient environments where practical appli-
cations would inevitably operate. Experimental investigations
assessing material stability under various environmental con-
ditions, such as humidity, temperature, and exposure to
oxygen, are vital steps toward bridging the gap between theore-
tical predictions and realistic practical cases.

In ref. 77, to achieve molecular bridging, an effective strategy
employs tannic acid rich in oxygen ligands. Thus, the tannic
acid self-polymerizes and forms bonds with terminal groups
and exposed titanium atoms in Ti3C2Tx through hydrogen and
coordination bonds. This enhances interlaminar interaction,
rendering the MXene film resistant to oxidation, swelling, and
mechanical fragility. In ref. 78, the environmental instability of
MXene-Ti3C2Tx has been successfully overcome through an opti-
mized synthetic route, which has included the synthesis of
high-quality MAX phase (Ti3AlC2) and post-treatment of
Ti3C2Tx. This optimization has yielded highly stable O-Ti3C2Tx.
Notably, at the reduced concentrations of ∼0.1 mg mL−1, the
dark green aqueous dispersion of monolayer O-Ti3C2Tx has
shown no signs of oxidation or degradation. Furthermore, a
cation assembly procedure has been shown in ref. 79 for the
realization of exceedingly stable multilayered films using V2CTx
and Ti2CTx MXenes, originating from their chemically unstable
delaminated monolayer flakes. In short, various strategies,
including cation-driven assembly and oxygen-rich molecular
bridging, offer promising avenues for enhancing MXene stabi-
lity, reaffirming its potential as a valuable material in the devel-
opment of high-performance photodetectors.

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic of the resonant electrode of a two-dimensional
multiple-period interconnected array of the MXene antennas. Each
color represents a patch with a distinct pitch based on periodicities of
Dx

(n) and Dy
(n) from 1 to n. This electrode enables enhanced photo-

emission across a broad spectrum of wavelengths. (b) Resonant exci-
tations in finite-size array consisting of the 7 × 7 = 49 interconnected
MXene antennas. We consider MXene antennas of cube shape with ax =
ay = az = 700 nm connected with ‘bridges’ with the width of w =
200 nm or 700 nm. The latter corresponds to the continuous stripes.
Notations ‘x’ and ‘y’ correspond to the illumination of light with x- or
y-polarization (see Fig. 1c). The cuboids are placed into a regular array
with pitches Dy = Dx = 1500 nm. Antennas are in the uniform surround-
ing with n = 1. The absorption cross-section spectra are obtained with
full-wave numerical simulations. The solid cyan line denotes the
Rayleigh anomaly wavelengths: ‘RA, air’ denotes the Rayleigh anomaly in
the free space (λRA, air = Dx, y).
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7. Conclusion

We demonstrated the existence of collective resonances in an
array of Ti3C2Tx MXene antennas and investigated the inter-
play between different multipole modes in the structures with
varying periodicities. The periodic arrangement of antennas
greatly enhances these multipole resonances, resulting in
stronger light–matter interactions. We showed a significant
enhancement in light absorption attributed to the periodic
characteristics of the proposed MXene metasurface. The
amplified absorption properties of the interconnected MXene
antenna array enable the generation of hot electrons, making
the proposed photodetector electrode composed of these
antennas a viable option. We conducted nanofabrication pro-
cedures and performed proof-of-concept measurements to
observe the resonant peak in the interconnected array of tita-
nium antennas. Our experimental results are in good agree-
ment with the full-wave numerical simulations. The utilization
of this design enables the efficient generation of hot electrons
upon exposure to light. This design offers significant advan-
tages when the structure is exposed to photons with energies
lower than the bandgap of the semiconductor used as the
channel medium. Our analysis suggests that a two-dimen-
sional multiple-period array of interconnected MXene anten-
nas may enhance the functionality of hybrid plasmonic
devices, widen the operational band, and augment sensitivity.

8. Methods
Ti3C2Tx permittivity

Titanium carbide Ti3C2Tx has a complex permittivity with a
large negative real part and a large imaginary part (Fig. S5 in
ESI†). The material has losses, and it corresponds to a positive
value of the imaginary part in our analytical model (i.e., we use
eikr term for wave propagation).

Analytical calculations

Absorption and scattering cross-sections were calculated using
Mie theory, see ref. 51 and 80 for details. The analytical
models for a periodic array of spherical particles have been
developed in earlier works.55,75 Calculations of the optical
response of the infinite lattice consisting of multipoles were
derived through coupled dipole–quadrupole equations (sche-
matic is shown in Fig. S6 in ESI†). The effective polarizabilities
of each multipole were derived from lattice contribution using
lattice sums. These calculations include single-particle polariz-
abilities derived from Mie theory up to magnetic quadrupole
and effective particle polarizability accounting for the lattice
sums and cross-multipole coupling.

One can relate the effective polarizability of the particle in
the array and intrinsic optical properties of the particle
material (such as the real and imaginary parts of the permittiv-
ity). As discussed in the ESI (Fig. S7†), the effective polarizabil-
ities of ED and EQ can be used to tune the multipole reso-
nances to the desired spectral position. Such tuning the res-

onant response of the MXene antenna arrays and engineering
array designs allows for achieving higher field enhancement
and hot-electron generation.

Numerical simulations

We used a frequency-domain solver implemented in the com-
mercial package CST Studio Suite. In the full-wave numerical
simulations, we considered one particle in the unit cell, peri-
odic boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions, perfectly
matched layers in the z-direction, and normal incidence of
light. MXene antenna, MoS2 layer, and silica substrate (if
present) were considered dispersive.

Uncertainty in MXene permittivity

The permittivity of MXenes materials changes depending on
the number of layers in a few-layer case or the total thickness
of the thicker layers. Considering possible variations in the
Ti3C2Tx permittivity, we perform calculations for the different
values and array parameters obtained above. We confirm that
the absorption profiles of the structure do not alter drastically
under variation of the permittivity (Fig. S5 in ESI†). The
approach can be generalized to other shapes of antennas and
other MXene materials.

Nanofabrication

Fused silica sample of 1 cm × 1 cm was cleaned and spin-
coated for e-beam exposure in the following way: HMDS was
spin-coated at 2000 rpm; PMMA 950-A9 was spin-coated with
5000 rpm and baked at 180 °C for 3 min; PMMA 950-A9 was
spin-coated, but this time with 3000 rpm and baked at 180 °C
for 3 min; finally, ‘Discharge’ solution was spin-coated twice
with 4000 rpm. This gives ∼2.8 μm-thick layer of e-beam resist.
‘Discharge’ is needed to increase the conductivity of the
sample when working with non-conductive substrates, such as
fused silica. Electron-beam exposure was performed with JEOL
JBX 6300-FS, 60 μm aperture, 100 kV energy, and 1 nA current.
These conditions give an e-beam spot down to ∼7.5 nm. The
total array area is 900 μm × 900 μm, allowing sufficient area for
measurement. After the exposure, the ‘Discharge’ layer was
removed by rinsing in deionized water. The sample was devel-
oped in MIBK/IPA 1 : 3 solution for 90 s and rinsed with IPA.
Titanium deposition was performed with an electron gun
(e-beam evaporator) with a 0.5 Å s−1 rate to the total thickness
of 400 nm. The sample was kept in Remover PG heated to
78 °C for 2 h 30 min, and subsequently, the liftoff was per-
formed by a thorough rinse with acetone, cleaning with an
acetone gun, and a final quick rinse with IPA. The lateral
dimensions of the antennas are taken with a scanning electron
microscope. Out of the first 20 attempts, ten samples met the
criteria for dimensions and measurement, and subsequent
characterization of a few samples yielded consistent results
(Fig. S8 in ESI†). The initial challenges related to e-beam
exposure and resist thickness, as well as occasional issues with
e-beam spin-coating uniformity, were overcome.
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Measurements

Transmission measurement was performed using a custom
setup connected to Ocean Optics NIRQuest + 2.2 spectrometer
operating in the range 0.9–2.15 μm with a resolution of
∼5.5 nm. The sample was illuminated with broadband light
propagating through a series of optical elements and lenses
for focusing on a spot down to ∼100 μm in diameter. A small
aperture was placed between the last focusing lens and the
sample to allow only light normal to the sample with not more
than ∼1° deviation. Transmission through the array was nor-
malized to the transmission through the sample spot without
any antennas.

Abbreviations
The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in this
work:

ED Electric dipole
EQ Electric quadrupole
MXene Mn+1XnTx, ‘M’ is the transition metal, ‘X’ is either C

and/or N, and ‘T’ is the surface functional group
RA Rayleigh anomaly
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